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paper draft written ~summer 2016, 
first set of responses from ILD referees G. Wilson, K. Desch

analysis last presented at LCWS16 (Morioka)

more or less dormant since then
only occasional, sporadic activity
restarted ~month ago

major updates since then:
full SM backgrounds

→ fall back to DBD software version (v01-16-02) 
(previously using v01-17-xx)

analysis improvements
→ higher efficiency selections
→ quasi event-by-event sensitivity



  

Is the 125 GeV Higgs a CP eigenstate ?

h
125

 = cos  ψ
CP

 hCPeven + sin ψ
CP

 ACPodd

pure CP even: ψ
CP 

= 0
  odd: ψ

CP 
= π/2

Do Higgs couplings conserve CP ?

e.g. coupling to fermions:

L ~ g f ( cos ψ
CP

 + i γ5 sin ψ
CP

 ) f H

CP conserving coupling ψ
CP 

= 0
  maximally violating ψ

CP 
= π/2

Motivation



  

“tau+ polarimeter”

“tau- polarimeter”

distribution of Δφ is sensitive to CP



  

distributions after simple preselection and tau reconstruction
(full reconstruction of tau momenta using impact parameters, tau mass, event pT constraints)

Z → ee channel                                         Z → hadrons channel



  



  

distributions after full selection
Z → mu mu channel                                         Z → hadrons channel

some high-weight events make it through selection



  

factors which determine an event's sensitivity to CP

1. unavoidable / “theoretical”

CP affects angular correlation
of tau spins in plane
transverse to momentum

If polarimeters (which estimate the spin) 
are transverse to the momentum,

measurement of transverse angles better

“contrast” = sin θ+ sin θ- / ( 1 + cos θ+ cos θ- )



  

factors which determine an event's sensitivity to CP

2. quality of event reconstruction

impact parameters used to constrain plane of tau momentum,
and fully reconstruct tau momenta (including neutrinos)

resolution in Δφ 
depends on the smaller 
impact parameter significance
of tau decay prongs 



  

split sample into 4x3 bins according to contrast function and d0 significance
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factors which determine an event's sensitivity to CP

3. background contamination

some events are easier to separate from background than others.

Train neural networks to:
1. distinguish signal process ZH, H→ tau tau from others (6 inputs)
2. distinguish signal tau decays from others (4 inputs)
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split sample into 4x4 bins according to network outputs

for each selection channel,
split into 3x4x4x4 bins

distribute bins into 4 groups, 
according to CP sensitivity of signal+background distribution



  

Δφ distributions of signal and backgrounds in the 4 groups

most sensitive

least sensitive

(hadronic channel)

these distributions used to run toy MC experiments



  
(all 3 selection channels, ILC250: 1.3/ab eL(80%), pR(30%)

fitted CP phase
  (SM=0)

error on phase

pull 
distribution

(peak@~0 
looks like bug)



  4.1 deg.



  

conclusions

ZH, H→ tau tau CP analysis updated
full SM backgrounds
improved analysis

expected sensitivity to CP phase of ILC250 (2/ab) 
~ 71 mrad 
~ 4.1 degrees

updated paper (almost) ready for second reading



  

backup slides



  



  



  

to reconstruct tau polarimeter, need 
full reconstruction of tau decay products, 

including the neutrino(s)

in hadronic tau decays (# neutrino = 1), if we know 
the tau production vertex,
the impact parameters of charged tau decay products,
the p

T
 of the tau-tau system,

then the neutrino momenta can be reconstructed
6 unknowns/event: 

2 x neutrino 3-momenta
6 constraints/event: 

2 x impact parameter defines plane of tau momentum
2 x tau invariant mass
2 from event p

T
 [p

x
, p

y
]   → insensitive to ISR / beamstrahlung

[ + solve two-fold ambiguities from quadratic constraints using tau lifetime]

NIM A810 (2016) 51

arXiv:1507.01700

Full tau reconstruction

http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1507.01700


  

Event selection (slightly out of date now, but generally ok)

Z → electrons, muons
1. identify leptonic Z decay candidates
2. search for single prong tau jets

- hadron tracks isolated from other charged tracks
- add nearby photons

3. require that tau jets consistent with τ → ρν or τ → πν

Z → hadrons
1. identify single prong tau jets

- hadron tracks isolated from other charged tracks
- add nearby photons

2. require that tau jets consistent with τ → ρν or τ → πν
3. assign remainder of event to Z decay

4. use Z decay products to measure primary vertex
5. reconstruct tau momenta using impact parameter, p

T
 constraints

6. reject backgrounds → cut on tau energies, di-tau invariant mass, 
mass recoiling against the Z

7. reconstruct polarimeter vectors, CP-sensitive observables



  

cut flow table



  



  


